Seeking aerification, three clubs pool resources

By PETER BLAIS

FALMOUTH, Maine — In a novel display of Yankee ingenuity and cooperation, three private Maine clubs have agreed to share the cost of a new aerifier none could afford separately.

Superintendents Kevin Ross of Falmouth Country Club, Chuck Ravis of Augusta Country Club and Kyle Evans of Waterville Country Club agreed to spend roughly $6,600 apiece on a $20,000 Ransomes GA-60. A lawyer is drafting a contract covering the idea to their boards, they all jumped on with one another's staffs, especially the mechanics.

"I'm comfortable with their guys and they are with mine. When we presented the idea to our boards, they all jumped on it pretty quickly," Ross said.

Superintendents have a long tradition of lending equipment to fellow superintendents. They have known one another for many years and are familiar with one another's staffs, especially the mechanics.

"We've never done this before, but it sounds like it's starting to come back. "Spelling out the details on a contract is a neat idea. A lot of people might be interested in that."

Sawtelle Bros., a Lawrence, Mass.-based equipment company, agreed to accept half the purchase price last fall and the other half this spring, making it easier on the three clubs involved, Ross said. All three should be able to share in the depreciation benefits as the aerifier ages, he added.

If the agreement works out, and Ross is confident it will, the clubs could share future costs of more-expensive equipment like fairway verticutters or greens aerifiers, he said. Other Maine clubs have approached Ross and the others about their agreement.

"By the end of the summer, all the greens were uniform," Ross said. "The roots were back to six to eight inches, I consider that a big improvement."

Verti-Drain and the Aerofier are the two major players in the fast-growing deep aerification market. Both have the hard pan that shallow aerators can compact 3 to 4 inches below the surface.

They fracture the soil to a depth of 10 or more inches, allowing air and water in and gas out. The loosened soil promotes better percolation, creates healthier root growth and delays or eliminates the need to rebuild greens.

"Thirty years ago, greens were cut at 1/4-inch, three or four times a week," said Pat Lucas, superintendent at Innis Arden Golf Club in Old Greenwich, Conn. "Now they are cut at 1/8-inch every day. That's pushing the envelope and removed any cushion for error we used to have. Deep aerifying gives us back some of that cushion."

The $3,000-pound Floyd & McKay Aerofier uses variable-sized drills — continued on page 33

Deep drill aerators offer alternative

By PETER BLAIS

FALMOUTH, Maine — The conditions of the greens on Falmouth Country Club's front nine has traditionally been a step behind the back nine. The roots, which averaged 10 inches in length five years ago, had shriveled to 4 to 5 inches by last spring.

That's when superintendent Kevin Ross decided to try the Floyd & McKay Deep Drill Aerofier on his front nine putting surfaces.

"It has to be done a lot in the 1960s, but clubs got away from it," said Terry Buchen, head superintendent at Double Eagle in Galena, Ohio. "It used to be done a lot in the 1960s, but clubs got away from it," said Terry Buchen, head superintendent at Double Eagle in Galena, Ohio. "It is a neat idea. A lot of people might be interested in that."

"I got a call from Steve Hoisington at Martindale [Auburn] the other day," Ross said. "He's interested in sharing the cost of equipment serving North-east golf courses."

"Now they are cut at 1/8-inch every day. That's pushing the envelope and removed any cushion for error we used to have. Deep aerifying gives us back some of that cushion."

The 3,000-pound Floyd & McKay Aerofier uses variable-sized drills — continued on page 33

Get Hooked Up To A New Line

The Model H 3-Point Mounted Aerofier is the most recent addition to the Turfster International line. Attach it to any tractor with a Category 0 or 1 hydraulic hitch and you'll be on your way to healthier turf without the hassles of a time consuming, complicated hook-up.

Superior aeration at an economical price is just one benefit of the Model H 3-Point Mounted Aerofier. Other features include:

- Patented hinged times for clean removal of plugs
- 2, 3, 4 or 5 drum units
- 36, 60 or 120 times per drum
- Option of collecting plugs
- Solid steel construction
- Heavy duty solid steel weight box

If you're responsible for strong, healthy turf, it's time to call Turfster. Contact us direct for information on other maintenance products.

Turfster International, Inc.
800 North Old US 23
Brighton, Michigan 48116
1-800-950-TURF

MARKERS, INC.

The Original Golf Course Marking System

Presents: Our New Removable Plastic Rope Posts

for a safer more attractive alternative to arrange rope on golf courses. Two styles of easy application with varied colors and heights provide more options.

Our green post is unique to the industry and looks fantastic when combined with yellow rope.

See our Entire Marking System Booth #3948 or call 1-800-969-5920